
WE SEE YOU

 M um-of-two Maria, who 
is originally from 
Trinidad, set up  
The Tiger Tales blog 

eight years ago, as a way to better 
understand her role as a mother in a 
mixed-heritage family. But it was only 
as she entered her 40s that Maria 
began to notice how her writing was 
affecting others’ lives as well.

‘There is an important side to 
making myself visible as well as 
writing the blog for myself,’ Maria 
explains. ‘People from as far away as 
the USA, Africa and Mauritius now 
follow it and I often have readers 
contacting me for advice.’

Maria began posting in 2011, after 
the birth of her son, Angelo. ‘My son 
wasn’t sleeping much and I felt 
constantly exhausted and cut off,’ 
Maria explains. ‘Angelo also looked 
so much like his dad, who is 
Italian-Chinese. There was always 
the question from strangers, “Is that 
your child?”’

Maria, 45, decided blogging would 
be a good way to clear her head and 
better understand her role as a parent 
to Angelo and daughter Valentina, 
now six. Her writing soon began to 
attract more readers, leading to 
invitations to attend fashion 
launches, radio appearances and 
media campaigns.

‘The blog has put me in a place 
where it has helped my confidence 
grow. It has challenged me to come 
out of my comfort zone so many 
times,’ Maria explains. 

‘Shortly after Valentina was born,  
I was asked if I would take part in a 
campaign for an international food 
brand. In the past I would normally 

have turned something like this down, 
but I decided to go for it. I felt proud 
of myself.’

Maria adds: ‘Blogging has 
encouraged me to get out and meet 
new people and allowed me to show 
my kids that the world is their oyster. 
It has also taught me that, as women, 
we can all place more value on the 
work we do at home and feel proud  
of our achievements.’

This confidence has spilled over 
into her sense of style as well: ‘I think 
my style has become bolder since I’ve 
reached my 40s. When I was younger 
I was happy not to be noticed because 
I was quite shy and didn’t want lots of 
attention on me.

‘Vibrant colours lift my mood 
and boost me. Being a blogger, I 
take a lot of selfies and those bold 
colours and prints tend to look good 
on my complexion.

‘I liked the JD Williams tiger-print 
dress – especially as my blog is called 
the Tiger Tales! I tried it on and 
realised it could be worn on its own. 
With the contrast with the dark jeans, 
it did give the outfit a bit more punch. 

‘What I liked about their trousers 
– which I did not even know was even 
possible – was that on the inside there 
is a sort of support around the 
midsection, sewn in. It’s really snug 
and it lifts and tucks and sucks 
everything in!

‘The overall outfit looks glamorous 
but it’s also comfortable and something 
I could wear out with my kids.’

 
Animal print shift dress, £25; 
black everyday slim-leg jeans, £20; 
square-heel crossover mule 
sandals, £28 

Maria Tumolo explains how her honest 
blogging continues to challenge her to 
step out of her comfort zone
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